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Notes: We have 12-13 minutes, and we are limited to 2 presenters. We can provide a handout, as long as it helps to contribute to “interactivity” of audience.We will be going last in the program on Digital Libraries = Session 7 on (Concurrent Session II) 2:15 to 3:45 - on Wednesday, December 5. 
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Introduction: Setting the Stage

Library Assessment Repository circa 2015

Jessame Ferguson
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Presentation Notes
Scope and concept was broad in the beginning, tell the story of Jessame and LLAMA (Martha, etc.)Two committees in LLAMA for what was then, Measurement, Assessment and Evaluation Section (MAES) which has since changed to the LLAMA Assessment Community of Practice, ”Although this started as a project in Library Leadership Management Association (LLAMA), the end goal is to develop a resource that will support the entire membership of American Library Association (ALA) across all library types and functions and also non-ALA members interested in library assessment” Martha Kyriilodou, QualityMetrics, LLC was hired as a consultant for phase one: https://docs.google.com/document/d/1q1EV27ov5nBm8d2Q_mmBjUd-tRJbSP1qQfoCx-NhuFo/edit?usp=sharing



Library Assessment Repository

“. . .easy-to-use system for organizing and accessing library 
assessment examples, products and findings. This will allow librarians to 
share any type of assessment method and resulting findings, 
including those that are often never published, such as inconclusive or 
negative results. Through   well-organized searching options, it will 
allow all librarians to find evidence based assessment models to begin their 
projects and then compare their findings with the results of 
others.” 
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B69TM0_YtEHoVVhiNFQxd1lLbFA0ZEpyNnBfVW1CaGhsNFB3 --This was in the Request for Proposal for a LLAMA Assessment Repository Consultant: https://docs.google.com/document/d/12T9Wzcrmy1zPZTP2MXmTpABec0d82Qq6cKsCuhAvwaQ/edit?usp=sharing (consultant’s report)We wanted to build a LAR based on this definition, “But there were practical realities in moving ahead, including limited budgetary resources, lack of institutional sponsorship, and lack of deep experience with building a repository like that envisioned. . .”



Needs Assessment Survey

● Conducted in Spring 2017

● 379 Responses

● Predominantly academic librarians
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We thought there was interest, but we also knew we needed to reach out to a broader interest to help us prioritize, perhaps re-calibrate, community needs. In Spring 2017 we conducted a Needs Assessment survey, receiving 379 reponses back - mostly academic librarians but some public and special librarians as well. 



Select how you might use a freely available, 
online Library Assessment Repository 

Search the repository for examples of instruments or tools to use 95.5%

Review results, reports or case studies as examples of best practice 85.1%

Deposit instruments (surveys, rubrics, questionnaires) or tools 82.2%

Locate peers or colleagues doing similar work as me 77.2%

Review findings from similar studies to compare to my own findings 76.4%

Find answers to commonly asked questions 70.3%

Share assessment results or findings from studies done by my library or organization 65.5%

Find other repositories that include assessment-related resources in my area of interest 59.9%
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Pretty much all of the suggested uses for the Repository were of interest to our respondents. The highest was seeking examples of instruments or tools for use. 



How likely would you be to use these resources?
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Presentation Notes
Again, users expressed highest interest in assessment instruments, less interest in article preprints/ The yellow indicates the most likely to be used --top three



Most desired

● Easy to navigate interface to find resources
● Quality of resources
● Good alignment with resources and what I'd like to measure
● Easy to use
● Good organization, with quality metadata
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In open-ended comments, survey participants expressed a need for ease of access to the repository, and resources that were freely available. 



Managing the Pilot of Omeka.net

Technology

Coordination & 
Communication
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“While the results were somewhat helpful in prioritizing our requirements, they also established a high bar for the repository.  So how do we set this up to make it happen with this high bar?  https://docs.google.com/document/d/1cucjxfh6v-oLIT0zvgIY-7WrOr2aMHLLo4IwE1sq7Fs/edit?usp=sharingLLAMA Assessment Community of Practice members recruited respondents of the Needs Assessment who were interested in helping the project.  At the time, it was decided that we form 3 teams to Pilot Phase One of Omeka.net. To test these priorities.  https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Whtd5AUXhQndcCwVjM4SXowMyJqKptvJCW-sFrYVzDc/edit?usp=sharingTechnical Group Charge: To build a test site with sample submissions.  User Experience Group Charge: to test the ease of providing submissions, interface features (e.g., searchability), and community-based featuresPolicies & Procedures GroupCharge: to explore and advise on submission guidelines, suggest a peer review process, user, and community-based guidelines.Coordination and Communication:  someone needed to facilitate communication between groups...monthly all team meetings, team leaders assigned to coordinate their charge, Collect submissions!
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Here is the test site main page of the Omeka.net repository that was built with sample submissions that were processed by the technology group. Meanwhile the Policies and Procedures group conducted environmental scans of the policies of existing repositories (institutional and topic-based):  Submission and User GuidelinesCommunity-Based Guidelines Peer Review Process(copyright, IRB compliance, etc.)Next, Melissa will discuss the Usability/User Experience Group’s work 



Usability Testing Methods

Usability Test--six tasks and a post-task interview
Seven test participants, some located remotely
Zoom served as an effective testing tool

Allowed remote or “hybrid” testing
Screen Sharing and Recording features were effective
Streamlined consent process
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Melissa   Recall that two of the most desired repository characteristics according to the needs assessment survey were easy to navigate and easy to use.  So an aspect of the pilot needed to be a test to assess usability.  The User Experience Group conducted testing, devising a set of tasks that would assess the submission process, Omeka searching and browsing, and downloading documents.  We had seven participants representative of potential users of the repository.  3 academic, 2 public, 1 special, and 1 school.  Two had contributed to a repository before and some were not located near members of the group..Because some participants were at a distance, we employed Zoom, and found it to be an effective testing tool.  It allowed totally remote testing or “hybrid” tests in which there was one group member on-site with the participant and one coming in remotely, screen sharing, and recording the session for analysis, Because our test was minimal risk, we were also able to get the IRB to agree to having users give consent verbally as part of the recording after giving them project information beforehand and a chance to ask questions off-tape.



Usability Testing Results

Usability Threshold met!  All tasks rated “easy” or “somewhat easy” by most 
participants

Identified “sticking points”:

● Choosing metadata
● Browse Collection display
● Filtering by Institution type 

not available 
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The good news is that our usability threshold was met, with all tasks being rated “easy” or “somewhat easy” by most participants.  The easiest task was using the Omeka search bar, which was rated “easy” by all seven participants.  The most difficult seemed to be downloading, which got one difficult and one neutral rating.The sticking points identified were 3.  Choosing metadata--this may have happened because participants were using a test document which, while very stratightforward, was not their own document.  But it also  points to the fact that submitting a document to a repository requires some previous external knowledge about use rights and subject indexing that may be a barrier to some.Browse Collection display--results of this display in Omeka appear on the right side of the screen, which is pretty unique in web design and unexpected.Filtering by Institution Type--A public library participant said that the assessment public librarians typically do is less formal than what academic librarians do and that they find academic assessment off-putting.  In order to encourage public librarian participation and use of the site, this participant felt there should be a way to easily separate out public library contributions to the repository, and Omeka can’t do this.



Lessons Learned: Needs Assessment 

● Survey served as excellent advocacy tool

● Survey design: might have asked users to rank items 
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We learned a lot from the repository pilot and the testing we did..  In terms of the needs assessment survey, besides the high response rate, more than 80 respondents left their contact information for follow up.  The survey therefore proved to be an excellent advocacy tool, raising awareness of the project and providing  a good foundation for recruitment of volunteers for the pilot. In retrospect, we might have asked respondents to rank the types of resources they’d search for, and the various ways they thought they would use a repository.  This would have given us better evidence for deciding on a wider or narrower scope for the repository.



Lessons Learned: Usability Testing

▪ Zoom as a usability assessment tool
▪ Needs assessment informed usability testing 
▪ Challenges of collaborative research among multiple institutions:  

IRB
▪ Some results raise questions for further consideration

▫ Audience--which groups will use the LAR?
▫ Platform-- is ease of use or a close fit between form and 

function more important?
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Melissa - In terms of usability, we learned were that Zoom is an effective tool for usability testing.  We also learned how different kinds of tests can work together in the service of a whole, because the needs assessment survey very successfully informed the usability testing.  We also learned about the challenges of conducting research across multiple institutions, particularly dealing with IRB offices. American University’s IRB gave us approval for the project. Now, you can get other institutions to cede oversight of a project an institution who has already gotten IRB approval..  However, this process takes time, and we found that we did not plan for enough lead time to get some IRB offices to fully understand the project and make deferral arrangements for our group members..  The solution we came up with was for those who did not get the approval to work with someone who did and the approved member took the lead with the participant.The testing did raise some questions that deserve further consideration.  Participants outside of public and academic libraries were less likely to say that they would use the LAR.  When asked whether they would submit materials or search for materials they answered not at all likely, somewhat unlikely, or neither likely or unlikely.  While it was a small number of participants, these responses deserve some consideration in light of the original vision of the repository to support the entire membership of ALA across all library types.  Should the LAR try to be for everyone, or would it be better to focus on the needs of certain types of libraries who would definitely use it?.  Also, going back to the concern about public library use of the site raised in the interviews, how can we address the varying needs of different types of libraries so that all will want to use the repository?Also, we found that Omeka was perceived as easy to use, which was an original goal for the repository.  But we acknowledge that we are trying to fit the LAR concept, which involves storing and displaying text documents from many institutions into a platform designed for visual materials from a single institution.  It’s not a perfect fit, which raises questions such as What is more important, ease of use or perfect fit between form and function and Is there a platform out there that can do both?



Lessons Learned : Grassroots Pilot Process

Volunteer Coordination & Communication in a Virtual Environment
▪ Documentation for passing the baton
▪ Staying true to the original intent while allowing for new innovation
▪ Single team in Phase II
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Whenever you have a grassroots volunteer process workings on project virtually there are many benefits, but also some challenges: In the fall 2016, Jessame handed the project over to a few people who were committed to taking the project forward, but we needed to recruit volunteers totally new to the project who would be equally committed to the LAR.   This grassroots opportunity gave grad students and librarians who may never have crossed paths and opportunity to cross pollinate ideas, skills and abilities (e.g., we could recruit people who had metadata skills). Plus, volunteers allow the project to move forward at low cost.  But, in order to pass the baton to a totally new set of volunteers succinct background documentation on past LAR work was needed and we did not want to revisit questions we thought we had already resolved so we needed to be clear on the goal this piloting phase.  Three groups had considerations that sometimes overlapped might have had siloed conversations--therefore a challenge was to keep groups thinking holistically about the project.  Example: when the policies and procedures group discussed peer review and the Technology group was planning for ease of submissions--both groups needed to be able to discuss how decisions recommended in one group was affecting the processes of the other. Therefore, overall team meetings for all three groups was necessary.  Having group leaders who could sharing meeting notes with the other groups was necessary via email; having a project coordinator to listen in to all three group’s discussions was helpful, but not always realistic for one person to do. Volunteer attrition occurred;   In Phase 11:  a Single team approach is being used to include people who would help us think of marketing and sustainability issues going forward.



Next Steps: Scope and Sustainability

Scope: 
Is this a space for sharing research, or is this a space for 

sharing assessment projects and tools? Should we include all types of 
resources, or select a single type?
Sustainability: 

How can we best structure the project to ensure sustainability in 
terms of volunteer effort for administration, marketing and 
recruitment of resources over time?
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So considering the lessons learned from the pilot, the LAR project team will have to make some decisions about two major issues.  One is scope.  The original scope of the project was wide ranging both in terms of possible uses of the repository and the types of resources it would hold.  Is that feasible going forward based on what we have learned?  Would it be better to limit the scope in some way?  The other consideration is Sustainability.  The pilot had great support from volunteers, but how do you manage a long term need for volunteers, directing them so that they feel like they are contributing but still moving the project forward.



Next steps: Start with the Scope or the 
Platform?
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This is a consideration going forward:  Do we start with the scope of what we want the LAR to be and try to find a platform that can handle it all, or start with a platform that could work and is easy to use and make the scope fit that platform?Example of Scope and Platform:  For example, should we focus on storing assessment instruments because we know the Omeka.net platform can handle it and that we can get around limitations of submitting items to Omeka?Or we keep the scope of the LAR broad as it was originally and try to find a platform that can handle a broad range of assessment reports, data, instruments, peer reviewed research articles etc. Going forward other considerations will include: financial constraints, technical expertise, volunteer time, marketing, and sustainability



Questions/Feedback

?
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Twitter ; Bitly: Feedback LAR FeedbACK lacr - 



Many Thanks!: Contributors to Omeka.net 2018 
Pilot Phase 1 

Technical Group 
Nancy Turner(Temple University 
Libraries), Team Lead

Erin Crane(Germanna Community 
College)

Lynn Hoffman (Somerset County 
Library System of New Jersey)

Tom Aldrich (Purdue University 
Libraries & Visiting Librarian 
Service)

User Experience Group
Melissa Becher(Associate Director 
of Research, Teaching, and 
Learning, American U), Team Lead

Tricia Boucher (User Experience 
Librarian / Psychology Librarian, 
Texas State U)

Kristina Clement (Graduate 
Student, University of Tennessee 
Knoxville)

Brianne Dosch(Graduate Student, 
University of Tennessee, Knoxville) 

Krystal Wyatt -Baxter (Head of 
Assessment, University of Texas at 
Austin)

Policies & Procedures Group
Anne Moore(Dean of J . Murrey 
Atkins Library, UNC Charlotte), 
Team Leader

Laura Spears(Assessment 
Librarian, U of Florida)

Krystal Wyatt -Baxter (Head of 
Assessment, U of Texas Austin)

Nancy Turner(Associate Director 
for Organizational Research & 
Strategy Alignment, Temple U)

Kirsten Kinsley (Assessment 
Librarian, Florida State U)

Margaret Bell (Student Assistant, 
Florida State U) 
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